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SUB-PROCESS RECOMMENDATION CONTENTS

Recommendations for a redesigned workflow and supporting materials for each of the sub-processes reviewed as part 
of the iNtegrate 2 BPR project are detailed in the following section. Each sub-process section includes the following:

• Process Overview: A summary narrative of key process steps within the sub-process.
• Recommended Future State Process Flow: Detailed process flow of the Future State process steps.
• Key Process Changes:  For those steps within the Future States that represent primary changes (for one or more 

NSHE institutions), an explanation, and justification as necessary, for the process change is highlighted
• Alternative Process Options: Process Options not recommended in the future state flow are highlighted along 

with a justification of why this option is NOT recommended or incorporated in the process.
• Policy Change Requirements: Instances when either institutional or NSHE policy need to be developed or revised 

in order to facilitate the recommended process are noted, including recommendations for policy content.
• Implementation Challenges:  When elements of the recommended future state process were questioned during 

workshops or noted as significant areas where implementation would be difficult, further discussion and justification 
is provided along with examples of institutions also utilizing the recommended process.

• The examples provided are individual institutions utilizing these recommended practices.  NSHE represents a 
diverse set of 8 institutions and the system office presenting limitations in identifying a comparable system or 
organization that has broadly implemented “best practice”  or recommended processes.

• Technology Requirements: Elements of a required technology to enable the process are listed by process step.
• Reporting Requirements: Reports, metrics and data points required to monitor and control the process are listed.
• NSHE Feedback: Index of comments/feedback provided by NSHE institutions and the Huron response, as needed.
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POINTS TO CONSIDER

Each sub-process section incorporates some fundamental concepts that should be understood in order to fully 
consider the recommendations and supporting content. 

• Recommendations versus Current State:
• These process recommendations represent Huron’s recommendations for a future state business process 

and are not intended to comment on the current state processes across NSHE.
• Some process elements may already be the practice of some or all NSHE institutions.

• Business Process Swimlanes (horizontal bands):
• The business process focuses on the process steps and the work accomplished in these steps and not 

the process owners/work locations.  Therefore, the developed flows include general swim-lanes  that are 
not role/location specific, such as Accounts Payable Administration, Travel Administration, Research 
Administration, etc.

• Flows do include required roles like Vendor, faculty/employee/Investigator, etc. but they do not highlight 
Administrative Assistant, Vice President of X, etc.  The recommended process steps can be applied 
universally and the steps can be aligned in whatever roles/units are appropriate by institution.
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POINTS TO CONSIDER

Each sub-process section incorporates some fundamental concepts that should be understood in order to fully 
consider the recommendations and supporting content. 

• Existing Supplemental Systems:
• Some NSHE institutions have implemented different “systems” or technologies that are supplemental to 

the Human Resources or Finance Administration Systems.  These process flows assume the existing 
technologies are integrated into the Future State Business Process.

• Out of Scope Systems:
• Some process flows incorporate Non-Human Resource/Finance Systems that are out of scope for 

iNtegrate 2 (i.e. a Pre-Award “tracking system”).  However, in order to be in line with best practice 
elements, these out-of-scope technologies were incorporated into the recommended processes. 



Business Process 
Recommendations: General 

Ledger Accounting
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

General Accounting BPR: Daily Cash Rec
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• Daily, cashiers and other units taking in money close their drawers and reconcile receipts for the day. 
• This reconciliation, called a Record of Deposit (ROD), breaks out receipts by tender, including different credit 

card types. 
• All cashiers and other units provide a ROD to the Business Office on a daily basis for bank reconciliation.
• Daily, the Business Office pulls the bank statement and the previous day’s ROD. 
• Cash and check deposits are reconciled. 
• The bank statement is reviewed for recordable items that must be manually posted to the financial system. 
• All daily reconciliations are completed in an Excel template that is linked to a consolidated version for the entire 

month.

The Daily Cash Reconciliation sub-process in which daily cash intake is closed and reconciled.
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KEY PROCESS CHANGES

General Accounting BPR: Daily Cash Rec
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Process 
Flow Title:

Process 
Step(s): Explanation and Change Justification:

Daily Bank Rec 3 All checks are deposited remotely via a fully integrated cash management/financial system.

Daily Bank Rec 6

All departments collecting receipts are required to provide a daily record of deposit to the Business Office.

Though staffing and resources may represent a challenge, this process change represents a more streamlined approach when 
inclusive of a fully integrated cash management module.

Daily Bank Rec 8 This reconciliation is a thorough review of receipts to ensure that missing/incorrect items are identified early on in the process. 

The following table outlines the major process changes (NSHE-wide) incorporated into the recommended process.
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ALTERNATIVE PROCESS OPTIONS

General Accounting BPR: Daily Cash Rec
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The following table outlines the alternative process options that are not recommended for implementation.

Process 
Step(s): Alternative Process Justification for Non-Recommendation:

3 Send checks to bank for deposit

Although not all campuses currently utilize remote deposit scanners, we highly 
recommend that they are used by all campuses and remote locations. 

Remote deposit allows for immediate deposit of checks and reduces the likelihood of 
misplaced payments while in transit between locations.

In order to maximize the efficiency of remote deposit, remote deposit functionality is a 
key component of the financial system configuration.

7-13 Utilize Excel to facilitate reconciliation

In the absence of a fully integrated cash management system, a suite of macro-enabled 
roll-up Excel spreadsheet templates can streamline the daily reconciliation process. 

"Cash Sheet" templates can roll up to create streamlined monthly reconciliations.
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IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES

General Accounting BPR: Daily Cash Rec
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Some recommended process changes may be particularly challenging during the implementation phases or were 
highly contested and discussed during the workshops.  

Implementation Challenge Area: Cashiers using multiple systems
• Institutions voiced concerns about cashiers working in multiple (2) systems, meaning PeopleSoft and a different system 

selected for Finance.
• Depending on the  technology system selected and the implementation, it may be possible to move seamlessly between 

modules. In addition, training for cashiers will be important regardless of system configuration and allow these individuals to 
develop a familiarity and comfort level with both systems.

Recommended Process References

Institution: Current Process:

UNR UNR uses PeopleSoft for student receipts only and Advantage for all others. Cashiers at UNR are trained to use both systems 
and work in both on a daily basis. 

West Coast Public 
University

Institution uses a legacy system for student billing and A/R and has implemented PeopleSoft Billing and Receivables modules 
for non-student billing.

Midwestern Public 
University

Institution uses PeopleSoft for student billing and A/R and utilizes Oracle Billing and Receivables modules for non-student 
billing.
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TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS

General Accounting BPR: Daily Cash Rec
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The following table lists the system technology requirements necessary to support the recommended process.

Process 
Flow Title:

Process 
Step(s): Technology Requirement:

Daily Bank Rec 2 Allow for the deposit and tracking of departmental receipts, i.e., auxiliaries, health center fees, etc.
Daily Bank Rec 3 Support remote check deposits  through bank-provided check capture technology
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REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

General Accounting BPR: Daily Cash Rec
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The following table lists the reporting requirements and data points that must be captured to support the 
recommended process.

Process 
Flow Title: Reporting Requirement: Data Points/Metrics:

Daily Bank Rec Receipts by Tender Type

• Receipt number
• Tender Type
• Transaction Dollar Amount
• Receipt type (Processed, Posted, Void)
• Register
• Transaction date
• Cashier ID
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PROCESS OVERVIEW

General Accounting BPR: Monthly Bank Rec
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• Electronic bank statements are loaded into the integrated cash management module banking tables via an 
interface. 

• Users run an automatic bank reconciliation, which reconciles most but not all transactions.  
• Un-reconciled transactions may be exceptions or errors that are reviewed and analyzed via an exception report.  
• After the automatic reconciliation is complete, the user runs a semi-automatic reconciliation, which is used to 

resolve reconciliation exceptions and errors by matching bank transactions and system transactions.  
• Running the automatic reconciliation before the semi-automatic reconciliation greatly reduces the number of 

transactions subject to the semi-automatic reconciliation.  
• A financial system with fully integrated cash management and treasury workstation modules significantly 

streamlines the monthly bank reconciliation process. With this system in place, transactions are automatically 
reconciled, requiring institution staff to address only exceptions.

The Monthly Cash Reconciliation sub-process in which bank statements are reconciled and exceptions reviewed and 
addressed so that the monthly statements reconcile fully.
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KEY PROCESS CHANGES
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The following table outlines the major process changes (NSHE-wide) incorporated into the recommended process.

Process 
Flow Title:

Process 
Step(s): Explanation and Change Justification:

Monthly Bank Rec/Auto 1-6 This process is completely automated and requires extra steps and additional review only for exceptions.
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ALTERNATIVE PROCESS OPTIONS

General Accounting BPR: Monthly Bank Rec
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The following table outlines the alternative process options that are not recommended for implementation.

Process 
Step(s): Alternative Process Justification for Non-Recommendation:

1-6 Implement Interim Monthly Bank Reconciliation

An interim process, which standardized monthly bank reconciliation across the system 
and enabled through macro-based MS Excel templates and roll-up utilities, can be 
considered.

This process, while comprehensive and efficient, does not address data integrity 
challenges and would compromise the quality of financial information and adversely 
affect institutions’ ability to manage effectively.  
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POLICY CHANGE REQUIREMENTS

General Accounting BPR: Monthly Bank Rec
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The following table outlines the policy change requirements necessary to facilitate the recommended process.

Policy Level: Policy Requirement 
Type: Policy Addition/Change Requirement:

NSHE New

Establish an NSHE-wide policy that requires monthly bank reconciliation to be completed in a defined timeframe 
(number of days after month end).  Our recommendation is that this time limit be the shortest number of days 
possible while still providing a reasonable timeframe to complete the process (considering the process efficiencies 
to be gained from system and process implementation).  An initial recommendation for this timeframe, to be further 
reviewed during the implementation stage, is 45 days from the end of the month.

In addition, policy should require the use of NSHE-standard templates, tools and processes in the daily/monthly 
reconciliation process..
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TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS

General Accounting BPR: Monthly Bank Rec
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The following table lists the system technology requirements necessary to support the recommended process.

Process 
Flow Title:

Process 
Step(s): Technology Requirement:

Monthly Bank Rec/Auto 1 Support the upload of bank statements through an upload interface
Monthly Bank Rec/Auto 3 Incorporate automatic reconciliation functionality that auto-generates exception/error reports
Monthly Bank Rec/Auto 4-5 Incorporate semi-automatic reconciliation the supports one-to-many, many-to-one, and many-to-many manual matching
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REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

General Accounting BPR: Monthly Bank Rec
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The following table lists the reporting requirements and data points that must be captured to support the 
recommended process.

Process 
Flow Title: Reporting Requirement: Data Points/Metrics:

Monthly Bank Rec/Auto Reconciliation Exception Report

• Exception Transaction Details
• Transaction Type 
• Transaction Amount
• Transaction Date
• Transaction Location
• Register



Business Process 
Recommendations: NSHE 

Feedback
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Sub-
Process/
Topical 

Area

Institution Comments/Feedback Huron Response

General DRI The daily and monthly bank reconciliation processes outlined are generally the 
current process at DRI.

Daily Cash 
Rec UNLV

We agree with use of remote deposit; however, application and equipment 
must be efficient.  This process has been piloted on UNLV campus and current 
scanner technology and bank application (web based) can require significant 
time to process when deposit includes many (> 25 or so) checks.   This may 
have improved since then so may no longer be an issue.  Also would be more 
efficient if/when bank remote deposit application is interfaced directly with 
financial system so duplicate entry is not required.

Our recommendation considers the challenges with check 
imaging and deposit timing and also considers the cost/value 
trade off.  Check scanning reduces trips to the bank and 
courier costs, eliminates effort and material associated with 
copied checks, and supports direct integration with a financial 
system.  Banks may also support extended deposit hours for 
scanned check deposits.

Daily Cash 
Rec UNLV

We anticipate evaluating whether financial system's cashiering module for 
departmental receipt activity (if there is one) is better than the PS cashiering 
system in use and if so, we would convert the departmental receipts at that 
time.

Daily Cash 
Rec

CSN What is "Department" referring to on this list? "Department" is a generic term we've used throughout the 
BPR effort to delineate between administrative functions and 
departments, schools/colleges, institutions.  The "swimlane-
less" approach enables the design of standard processes, 
which can be scaled later once implementation occurs.  

Monthly 
Bank Rec

UNR We still disagree with the scanning of the checks. Checks have to be scanned 
in batches for each deposit and we had many problems with the scanners to 
read hand written checks. We cannot separate out checks that do not get 
scanned from a deposit. In addition, if the checks are scanned at the end of 
the business day, to balance with the close-out, the deposit would not get 
recorded in the bank until the next business day. As it is, our deposits are 
hitting the bank on the next business day. It would cost us more time and the 
checks would not make it to the bank any faster.

Our recommendation considers the challenges with check 
imaging and deposit timing.  However, our recommendation 
also considers the cost/value trade off.  Check scanning 
reduces trips to the bank, courier costs, eliminates effort and 
material associated with copied checks, and supports direct 
integration with a financial system.  Banks may also support 
extended deposit hours for scanned check deposits.

ROUND 1: MARCH – APRIL 2013

NSHE Feedback: General Ledger Accounting

22

The following table outlines the NSHE feedback and commentary, as well as Huron response when applicable.
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Sub-
Process/
Topical 

Area

Institution Comments/Feedback Huron Response

Monthly 
Bank Rec UNR

We also disagree with shortening the timeframe to have the bank reconciliation 
completed until it is automated and we know it can be done in 45 days.

We have revised the language for the policy to establish a 
timeframe for completion, as well as the use of consistent 
tools and technologies, and have offered the 45 days as a 
potential completion timeframe.  Ultimately, as noted by 
NSHE, this is an implementation decision to be made by 
NSHE.

However, the timely completion of the Bank Reconciliation 
process, across NSHE institutions, does impact the overall 
efficiency of the process and a policy including these attributes 
would further enable process efficiency, so we have not 
removed the recommendation from the deliverable.

Monthly 
Bank Rec UNLV NSHE will need to confirm this can be done (automated) with system 

level/campus level banking activity. 
A modern financial application, properly configured and 
enabled can operate in this way.

Monthly 
Bank Rec UNLV

What is basis for recommending change in bank rec completion policy from 60 
days to 45 days?  While the proposed process changes should make the bank 
reconciliation process more efficient, this does not necessarily require a 
change in the bank rec completion policy.  A more efficient process can allow 
campus more time to address exceptions within current bank rec completion 
time requirements.  

As above, we have revised the language for the policy but 
have not removed the recommendation from the deliverable.

Monthly 
Bank Rec CSN

We did not discuss change from the current 60 days to 45 days at the 
Workshop. In my opinion, Huron should not put this as the recommendation 
without discussion with campuses regarding the feasibility. Based on the last 
meeting with Ruby and Vic on the policy and procedures of bank reconciliation, 
the controllers’ group agreed to 60 days.

As above, we have revised the language for the policy but 
have not removed the recommendation from the deliverable.

ROUND 1: MARCH – APRIL 2013

NSHE Feedback: General Ledger Accounting
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The following table outlines the NSHE feedback and commentary, as well as Huron response when applicable.
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ROUND 2: MAY 2013

NSHE Feedback: General Ledger Accounting
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The following table outlines the NSHE feedback and commentary, as well as Huron response when applicable.
Sub-

Process/
Topical 

Area

Institution Comments/Feedback Huron Response

Daily Cash 
Rec UNLV We suggest adding clarification within the document that to be efficient, remote 

deposit needs to be integrated with the financial system
We have updated Key Process Changes and requirements to 
reflect this consideration .

Monthly 
Bank Rec UNLV

This slide is for policy changes needed in order to implement recommendation. 
Your recommendation is to reduce the required completion date for monthly 
bank reconciliations but this is not a requirement in order to implement the 
recommended processes which will facilitate the completion of the bank 
reconciliation--this is something that seems beyond the scope of this project.  
Changing the due date does not create efficiency - implementing these 
process changes should create efficiency that would allow the System to 
revisit the due date policy, but the process recommendations are in no way 
contingent upon changing the due date policy.  There are not similar policy 
timeframe references in other areas such as how timely a travel claim should 
be submitted and/or paid, how timely a vendor invoice should be paid, etc. 

We have revised the language for the policy to establish a 
timeframe for completion, as well as the use of consistent 
tools and technologies, and have offered the 45 days as a 
potential completion timeframe.  Ultimately, as noted by 
NSHE, this is an implementation decision to be made by 
NSHE.

However, the timely completion of the Bank Reconciliation 
process, across NSHE institutions, does impact the overall 
efficiency of the process and a policy including these attributes 
would further enable process efficiency, so we have not 
removed the recommendation from the deliverable.

Monthly 
Bank Rec UNR Current system policy for bank reconciliation is 60 days.  We recommend this 

remain the same.  45 days is not adequate.

Monthly 
Bank Rec CSN

This recommendation is not necessary.  NSHE currently has a policy regarding 
bank reconciliations, until a system is selected and functionality known, no 
changes should be made. 
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